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My name is Kiara Wright and I have been in two different majors like Architecture. Was 
the major I did for my first semester and from my second one till now I am doing game 
design. From everything that i learned from citytech and still learning to this day, there 
was one tech production class that made me want to work on 3D modeling. In that 
class it was my first time using the program, so i would use youtube to learn how to use 
Maya which is one of the programs that I will be using for my culmination project. I was 
both interested in games making more of the design aspect like creating the characters, 
making the scenery and objects. I noticed with most classes that i took that it mainly 
focused on code and not really the design aspect too much. I finally took a 3D 
animation class that inspired me to want to focus on the design aspect of creating 
games. For my Culmination project I will be working on Character design and Scene 
Design. My skills will be put to the test with creating the characters and animating them. 
This project is challenging my 3D modeling skills and animation skills. I feel like this 
project will be a major stepping stone for me to build my portfolio to get into the 
animation industry. 
 
What the project is: 
My group will be making a PC game.  
 
 
 



Game Summary  
It's getting near to Kasuki’s birthday and he can sense that his parents are hiding something 
important from him. He comes across a mysterious journal and as he is reading it, he notices that 
there are pages that are missing from it. He has to find the missing pages to the journal to find 
out what his parents are hiding. The text will guide the player to the pages. Help him find the 
hidden truth. 
 
Gameplay 
3rd person 
 
Game Mechanics  
Players will play as Kasuki and navigate through his house to find three hidden pages. As you 
find each page you will be able to continue and unlock a scene. Also as the player is navigating 
around the house there will be a text log of some sort that will guide the player to where the 
hidden pages might be.  
 
Methods 
I will be using Autodesk Maya 2020 which is a program where I can make 3D models. I will be 
suing Maya to make most of the objects that will be seen in the game. I will be using VRoid and 
another program that deals will 3D models except that this program can only make humans not 
from scratch because it gives you a template that you can modify and the is use to make VR 
avatars for a game called VR chat where people from around the world could just put on a 
headset and come together in one game just talk and relax. I will be making the characters in 
VRoid and I will be importing them to Unity where I will be animating them. Unity is where the 
magic happens. 
 
 
Programs  
Maya  
Vroid  
Unity 
Blender  
Sketchbook Pro 
 
Assets 
Characters: 
Kasuki Fukushima  
Mother (Kasuki’s mom)  
Father (Kasuki’s dad) 



Yuki (Kasuki’s younger sister) 
Yamoto (Kasuki’s younger brother) 
Nina 
Suki 
Kenchi  
Stranger on the street  
Stranger on the street # 2 
Strange girl (aka) Aika 
 
. Kasuki’s House:  

. upstairs  
. Kasuki’s room,  Yuki’s room, Yamoto’s room, Parents room 

. bed 

. desk 

. closet 

. door 

.window 
. Bathroom 

. window 

. tub 

. door 

. sink 

. toilet 
. Stair going down to the first floor 

. Downstairs  
. Kitchen 

. refrigerator  

. stove 

. microwave  

. table  

. sink 

. dishes 

.window  
. Dining room 

. table  

.window  
. Living room 

. couch  

. table 



. tv 
. Bathroom 

. window 

. tub 

. door 

. sink 

. toilet 
. Stairs going up  

. School 
. classroom 
. desk 
. chairs 

.Outside the stores 
. Buildings  

 
Deliverables: 
A playable demo  
Poster  
Screenshots of work overtime 
Game trailer  
Budget list  
calender 
 
 Management   

Schedule 



 

 



 

 



 

 
 


